Provinces of Iran to 637

Add to 935.7 the numbers following —55 in notation 551–559 from Table 2, e.g., Media 935.75, Elam 935.764; then add 0† and to the result add the numbers following 935.0 in 935.01–935.07, e.g., Median Empire 935.7504, Media province of Persian Empire 935.7504, Elamite Kingdom 935.76401, Elam province of Persian Empire 935.76405

(Option: Class Media in 955.501; class Ecbatana in 955.5201; class Elam, Susa in 955.6401; class Persis, Pasargadae, Persepolis in 955.7201)

†Add 00 for standard subdivisions; see instructions at beginning of Table 1